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VÍA LÁCTEA
Street lamp
1990
THE DOUBLE VIA LACTEA STREET LAMP
LUMINAIRE
The double Vía Láctea street lamp includes two highly
watertight HF 2x65W AC type luminaires designed for the
installation of two 58W type T26 linear fluorescent tubes.
HF magnetic power supply equipment is supplied with the
luminaires.
BODY
The body is made of self-extinguishing polycarbonate, as
per UNE 53.315-75, coextruded in a single piece. The
upper part is opaque grey. A guide way in the upper part
allows the stainless steel fixing elements to be moved.
SIDE COVERS
The side covers are made from self-extinguishing
polycarbonate, as per UNE 53.315-75. One of the covers
allows access to the inside of the main body, to maintain
the reflector and connections. It incorporates a polyamide
stuffing box for wiring entry. It is closed by means of two
polyamide wing nuts and watertightness is ensured by
means of an EPDM gasket. The other cover is fixed to the
frame and there is a premarked drill hole if an extra
entrance point is needed.

IP

66

REFLECTOR
The reflector is made from polished anodised aluminium
and supports the lampholder, the auxiliary equipment and
the starter holders. The starter holder fits into to the
grooves inside the main body that allow the tray to be
moved when changing the lamps
COLUMN
COLUMN UNIT
The column consists of:
- A r e c t a n g u l a r b a s e w i t h i n s p e c t i o n c o v e r, m a d e
from metal tube (42b) with a cross-section of
150x100x3mm and a height of 0.88m. Hot galvanised
finish or hot galvaised finish + powder painted.
- A forked support with the arms manufactured from steel
tubes (42b) with a cross-section of 50x100x3mm, a height
of 2.97m and a span of 1.2m. Hot galvanised finish or hot
galvanised and powder paint.
SCREEN
The screen is made from steel tube (42b) with a cross
section of 175x108x3mm and a height of 3.4m. It
includes: welded side covers, double "L" profile to
reinforce the joint with the column and a double lower
window to hose the luminaires. Hot galvanised finish or
hot galvaised finish + powder painted.
There are four welded strips inside that are used to
support and fix the luminaires. It is attached to the
column by means of stainless steel screws.
DECORATIVE COVER
The cover consists of two parts made from hot
galvanised steel sheet (42b) that is located at the bottom
of the column for ornamental purposes.
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The double Vía Láctea street lamp includes two highly
watertight HF 2x65W AC type luminaires designed for the
installation of two 58W type T26 linear fluorescent tubes.
HF magnetic power supply equipment is supplied with the
luminaires.
BODY
The body is made of self-extinguishing polycarbonate, as
per UNE 53.315-75, coextruded in a single piece. The
upper part is opaque grey. A guide way in the upper part
allows the stainless steel fixing elements to be moved.
SIDE COVERS
The side covers are made from self-extinguishing
polycarbonate, as per UNE 53.315-75. One of the covers
allows access to the inside of the main body, to maintain
the reflector and connections. It incorporates a polyamide
stuffing box for wiring entry. It is closed by means of two
polyamide wing nuts and watertightness is ensured by
means of an EPDM gasket. The other cover is fixed to the
frame and there is a premarked drill hole if an extra
entrance point is needed.
REFLECTOR
The reflector is made from polished anodised aluminium
and supports the lampholder, the auxiliary equipment and
the starter holders. The starter holder fits into to the
grooves inside the main body that allow the tray to be
moved when changing the lamps
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The column consists of:
- A rectangular base with inspection cover, made
from metal tube (42b) with a cross-section of
150x100x3mm and a height of 0.88m. Hot galvanised
finish.
- A forked support with the arms manufactured from steel
tubes (42b) with a cross-section of 50x100x3mm, a height
of 2.97m and a span of 1.2m. Hot galvanised finish.
SCREEN
The screen is made from steel tube (42b) with a cross
section of 175x108x3mm and a height of 3.4m. It
includes: welded side covers, double "L" profile to
reinforce the joint with the column and a double lower
window to hose the luminaires. Hot galvanised finish.
There are four welded strips inside that are used to
support and fix the luminaires. It is attached to the
column by means of stainless steel screws.
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DECORATIVE COVER
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The cover consists of two parts made from hot
galvanised steel sheet (42b) that is located at the bottom
of the column for ornamental purposes.
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LUMINAIRE
The double Vía Láctea street lamp includes two highly
watertight HF 2x65W AC type luminaires designed for the
installation of two 58W type T26 linear fluorescent tubes.
HF magnetic power supply equipment is supplied with the
luminaires.
BODY
The body is made of self-extinguishing polycarbonate, as
per UNE 53.315-75, coextruded in a single piece. The
upper part is opaque grey. A guide way in the upper part
allows the stainless steel fixing elements to be moved.
SIDE COVERS
The side covers are made from self-extinguishing
polycarbonate, as per UNE 53.315-75. One of the covers
allows access to the inside of the main body, to maintain
the reflector and connections. It incorporates a polyamide
stuffing box for wiring entry. It is closed by means of two
polyamide wing nuts and watertightness is ensured by
means of an EPDM gasket. The other cover is fixed to the
frame and there is a premarked drill hole if an extra
entrance point is needed.
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REFLECTOR
The reflector is made from polished anodised aluminium
and supports the lampholder, the auxiliary equipment and
the starter holders. The starter holder fits into to the
grooves inside the main body that allow the tray to be
moved when changing the lamps
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COLUMN UNIT
The column consists of:
- A rectangular base with inspection cover, made
from metal tube (42b) with a cross-section of
150x100x3mm and a height of 0.88m. Hot galvanised
finish.
- A forked support with the arms manufactured from steel
tubes (42b) with a cross-section of 50x100x3mm, a height
of 2.97m and a span of 1.2m. Hot galvanised finish.
SCREEN
The screen is made from steel tube (42b) with a cross
section of 175x108x3mm and a height of 3.4m. It
includes: welded side covers, double "L" profile to
reinforce the joint with the column and a double lower
window to hose the luminaires. Hot galvanised finish.
There are four welded strips inside that are used to
support and fix the luminaires. It is attached to the
column by means of stainless steel screws.
DECORATIVE COVER
The cover consists of two parts made from hot
galvanised steel sheet (42b) that is located at the bottom
of the column for ornamental purposes.
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LUMINAIRE
The double Vía Láctea street lamp includes two highly
watertight HF 2x65W AC type luminaires designed for the
installation of two 58W type T26 linear fluorescent tubes.
HF magnetic power supply equipment is supplied with the
luminaires.
BODY
The body is made of self-extinguishing polycarbonate, as
per UNE 53.315-75, coextruded in a single piece. The
upper part is opaque grey. A guide way in the upper part
allows the stainless steel fixing elements to be moved.
SIDE COVERS
The side covers are made from self-extinguishing
polycarbonate, as per UNE 53.315-75. One of the covers
allows access to the inside of the main body, to maintain
the reflector and connections. It incorporates a polyamide
stuffing box for wiring entry. It is closed by means of two
polyamide wing nuts and watertightness is ensured by
means of an EPDM gasket. The other cover is fixed to the
frame and there is a premarked drill hole if an extra
entrance point is needed.
REFLECTOR
The reflector is made from polished anodised aluminium
and supports the lampholder, the auxiliary equipment and
the starter holders. The starter holder fits into to the
grooves inside the main body that allow the tray to be
moved when changing the lamps
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The column consists of:
- A rectangular base with inspection cover, made
from metal tube (42b) with a cross-section of
150x100x3mm and a height of 0.88m. Hot galvanised
finish.
- A forked support with the arms manufactured from steel
tubes (42b) with a cross-section of 50x100x3mm, a height
of 2.97m and a span of 1.2m. Hot galvanised finish or hot
galvanised and powder paint.

The screen is made from steel tube (42b) with a cross
section of 175x108x3mm and a height of 3.4m. It
includes: welded side covers, double "L" profile to
reinforce the joint with the column and a double lower
window to hose the luminaires. Hot galvanised finish.
There are four welded strips inside that are used to
support and fix the luminaires. It is attached to the
column by means of stainless steel screws.
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DECORATIVE COVER
The cover consists of two parts made from hot
galvanised steel sheet (42b) that is located at the bottom
of the column for ornamental purposes.
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